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Sarah A. Sheard  

Third Millennium Systems LLC 

 

Wednesday, 20 August 2008 (6:00 – 8:00 pm) 
Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University 

Presentation:  Engineers are known for their ability to create order out of chaos so that an invention can produce a 

useful service for mankind. Systems engineering was created when the complexity of engineered products grew too large 

for one engineer to comprehend the entire product.  Today’s software-intensive systems-of-systems challenge even well-

ordered groups of engineers, so we are looking for the next innovation in dealing with complexity. 

Fortunately, research in the world of complex systems (sometimes called complexity theory) has burgeoned in the last 25 

years. General principles of interrelationships are being discovered across domains, but for the most part have not crossed 

the line from science into engineering. Ms. Sheard is dedicated to investigating how these general principles can be 

applied to systems engineering. 

This presentation first describes complex systems sciences and then presents a number of Complex Systems engineering 

principles, selected for their applicability to the development and use of man-made engineering-based systems, i.e., 

systems engineering. 

Speaker: Sarah A. Sheard is Principal at Third Millennium Systems LLC in Great Falls, Virginia, and is associated 

with George Washington University and Stevens Institute of Technology.  

Ms. Sheard has worked in systems engineering and process improvement for over 25 years.  She is a Fellow, Certified 

Systems Engineering Professional, and winner of the coveted Founder’s Award from the International Council on 

Systems Engineering (INCOSE).  Ms. Sheard has been a frequent contributor to systems engineering and complex 

systems conferences, having published over 40 papers and given keynote speeches on three continents.  

Ms. Sheard has undergraduate and graduate degrees from the University of Rochester and the California Institute of 

Technology, and is working on a doctorate in Complex Systems Engineering from Stevens Institute of Technology.  

Note: Dinner will be held in the Howard County Room #3 (to the right of the guard station and down the end of the 

hallway of the main cafeteria), followed by the topic discussion. 

Dinner:  Dinner will be Baked Meat Lasagna, Baked Seafood Lasagna, Mixed Garden Greens, Green Bean and Almond 

Salad, Rolls and Breads, Pastries, Coffee and Tea.  

 

Dinner Reservations:  To register for dinner, contact Dave Griffith at d.griffith@ngc.com or call  

410-993-2806.  Dinner Cost:  For non-members: $15; For INCOSE members: $10 the Friday before the meeting date 15 

Aug, $15 afterwards.  To pay by credit card or PayPal, visit our website: http://www.incose.org/chesapek; or to pay by 

USPS, mail checks (payable to INCOSE-CC) to: 

Dave Griffith, PO Box 142, Linthicum, MD  21090-0142. 

Dinner Cancellation Policy:  If you make a dinner reservation and then find that you will be unable to attend, 

please notify us by Monday prior to the meeting to avoid liability for payment for the meal we will order for you. 

Presentation ONLY:  FREE (no reservations necessary) 

Corporate Sponsor:  We wish to thank the Applied Physics Laboratory for supporting the systems engineering 

profession through use of their facilities. 
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5:45 – 6:00 pm Arrival and Socializing 

6:00 – 6:45 pm Dinner 

6:45 – 6:50 pm       Member Introductions 

6:50 – 6:55 pm Chapter Business Items   

7:00 – 8:00 pm Presentation 

 

Directions:        JHU APL, 11100 Johns Hopkins Road, Laurel, Maryland 20723,   Phone (443) 778-5000 

                                      See APL’s Visitor Guide for more: http://www.jhuapl.edu/newscenter/visitor/default.asp 

 

From Washington DC and Capital Beltway (I-495): 

Take I-95 North toward Baltimore, 10 miles to 

Columbia exit (MD Route 32 West),  

Go 2.5 miles to the Washington DC exit (US Route 

29 South). 

Go 1.5 miles south and take Johns Hopkins Road 

exit (bear right at the top of the hill). 

Or from the Capital Beltway (I-495): 

Take US Route 29 North (Colesville Road) 10 miles 

and follow signs for the turn onto Johns Hopkins 

Road. 

From Baltimore and Baltimore Beltway (I-695): 

Take I-95 South toward Washington DC. 

Go 13 miles and take Columbia exit (MD Route 32 

West). 

Go 2.5 miles and take Washington DC exit (US 

Route 29 South). 

Go 1.5 miles south and take Johns Hopkins Road 

exit (bear right at the top of the hill). 

Once you’re on Johns Hopkins Road: 

APL is a half-mile west of US Route 29 on your right side.  Go past the first entrance, continuing past the pond 

and take the next right turn onto a tree-lined lane.  Park in the visitor’s lot on your left side.  Enter at the main 

entrance marked Building 1 (flagpoles and traffic circle in front).   

Dinner is held in the Howard County Room #3.  Howard County Room #3 is located at the end of the cafeteria 

hallway to the right of the entryway just before the Guard’s desk.   

 

Our Evening’s Agenda 
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